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A-not-A Questions in Chinese!
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ABSTRACT

Yes/no questions in Chinese can be expressed in di!erent ways. One of these is the A-not-A 
question. A-not-A questions can be divided in several types, including VO-neg-VO, VO-
neg-V, V-neg-VO and negative particle questions. Two of these, VO-neg-V and V-neg-
VO, are distributed over the Chinese dialects in a typologically signi"cant way. Despite 
the fact that the A-not-A question types greatly resemble each other in surface structure, a 
modular approach towards their syntactic structure, which treats VO-neg-V and V-neg-
VO questions separately, proves more e#cient. Moreover, this modular approach appears to 
be in sync with the dialectal data available.

1. INTRODUCTION

)is article discusses a particular question form in Chinese: called the 
A-not-A question. A-not-A questions are one of the morphologically overt 
ways to mark a yes/no question. All A-not-A questions involve a construction 
in which a negation is present; see (1) and (2) for Mandarin examples.3

1  )e present article is an abridged version of the discussion on A-not-A questions included 
in my MA thesis “Yes/No Questions Across )e Chinese Dialects. )eir Surface Form and Underlying 
Structure”, supervised by Prof. dr. Rint Sybesma.
2  Nadine Otting holds a BA and MA in Languages and Cultures in China from Leiden 
University. Currentl , she is a ResMa Lin uistics student at Leiden University with a special interest in 
Chinese Linguistics. 
3  Phonetic ranscr p ons n an ar n are g ven in Hanyu Pinyin. For Mandarin examples, tone 
marks have been added in case absent in their original source. Phonetic transcriptions of other dialects have 
been duplicated without alteration. English translations of examples in publications have been adopted 
without alteration. I have reglossed examples to unify glosses throughout this thesis. Glosses make uses of 
the following abbreviations: 1/2/3 = *rst/second/third person, CL = classi*er, NEG = negative morpheme, 
PL = plural, SG = singular.
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(1) 3.+'  like       this    ,-    book    $%'   like        this  ,-    book
   a.  T.  xı̌ıhu.n     zhè    b/n   sh0        bù     xı̌ııhu.n   zhè  b/n  sh0?
   b.  T.  xı̌ıhu.n          bù   xı̌ıhu.n   zhè  b/n  sh0?
   c.  T.  xı̌-          bù   xı̌ıhu.n   zhè  b/n  sh0?
   d. T.  xı̌hu.n    zhè    b/n   sh0      bù     xı̌ıhu.n?
   e.  T.  xı̌hu.n    zhè    b/n   sh0      bù?
       ‘Does he like this book or not?’

(2) 3.+'  go-%12  Beijing      $%'.have        go-%12  Beijing
   a.  T.  qù-guo  B/ij3ng      méi(yǒu)        qù-guo  B/ij3ng?
   b.  T.  qù       méi             qù-guo  B/ij3ng?
   c.   T.  qù-guo  B/ij3ng      méi(yǒu)        qù-guo?
   d.  T.   qù-guo  B/ij3ng      méi(yǒu)?
       ‘Has he been to Beijing?’

In this paper the topic of A-not-A questions is discussed in various respects. 
First, we examine which kinds of A-not-A questions should be distinguished. 
)en, we investigate how these question patterns are distributed across the 
Chinese dialects. Next, we probe into the question of what the underlying 
structure of the di4erent kinds of A-not-A questions is. Finally, we conclude 
by associating the proposed structural analysis of A-not-A questions with 
their distribution across the Chinese dialects.

2. A-NOT-A QUESTIONS AND NEGATIVE PARTICLE QUESTIONS

A-not-A questions can be divided in several subtypes. )e term A-not-A 
questions, which refers to the occurrence of two copies of a predicate with 
one of them negated, is used variably in the literature. It is either used to 
denote all questions forms as in (1a-e, 2a-d), or only some of them, either 
(1a-d, 2a-c) or (1a-c, 2a-b). Here, we adopt more speci*c terminology for 
A-not-A question forms, based on the presence of either the full or part of 
the verb phrase either before or after the negation.
 In (1a, 2a) we have VO-neg-VO yes/no questions in which both 
before and after the negation the whole verb phrase is present. 
 )e other yes/no questions (1b-e, 2b-d) di4er with respect to the size 
of the strings before and after the negation. In (1d, 2c) we *nd the VO-neg-V 
pattern. )e negation occurs after the full verb phrase, and is followed by the 
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bare verb. )e yes/no questions in (1b-c, 2b) are examples of the V-neg-VO 
pattern. Here, the negation occurs before the full verb phrase. )e sentences 
(1b-c) di4er as to how much of the verb is reduplicated before the negation. 
In (1b) the whole verb is reduplicated, whereas in (1c) only the *rst syllable 
of xı̌hu$n ‘like’ is repeated before the negation (Hagstrom 2006: 174). )is 
latter variant is called the truncated A-not-A pattern. Note that in Mandarin 
V-neg-VO questions only the reduced form of méiyǒu ‘not have’ can be used; 
see (2b).
 Questions in which the negation occurs sentence *nally, as in (1e, 
2d), are called negative particle questions (NPQs) (Cheng, Huang & Tang 
1997).

3. DISTRIBUTION OF VO-NEG-V AND V-NEG-VO QUESTION PATTERNS

Mandarin allows both the V-neg-VO and VO-neg-V pattern, whereas many 
Chinese dialects show partiality to either pattern. Zh0 (1991) has shown 
that the distribution of these A-not-A patterns is typologically signi*cant 
across the Chinese dialects. )e majority of Northern Mandarin dialects use 
the VO-neg-V pattern, while Southwestern Mandarin, Yue, Wu, Min, and 
Hakka dialects primarily use the V-neg-VO pattern. )e NPQ subtype occurs 
both in VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO dialects and does not characterise distinct 
language types (Zh0 1991). Some examples of VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO 
dialects are given in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
 Subsequently, in Section 3.3, the distribution of VO-neg-VO 
questions across VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO question is discussed.

3.1. VO-NEG-V DIALECTS

)e VO-neg-V pattern is predominantly used in the majority of Northern 
Mandarin dialects. VO-neg-V dialects either disfavour or completely exclude 
the V-neg-VO pattern. 
 Beijing dialect (Beijing Mandarin) is an example of a dialect in which 
the VO-neg-V pattern used to be the dominant A-not-A pattern; see (3) 
for an example (Zh0 1991: 322). Even though V-neg-VO patterned yes/no 
questions have also become acceptable in Beijing dialects, especially amongst 
the highly educated, the inherent VO-neg-V pattern is still found within the 
elderly population of speakers of the dialect (Zh0 (1991: 322)).
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(3) 孟       先生       知道     这     回    事      不    知道？4 (Beijing)
     Mèng   xi.nsh5ng   zh3dào   zhè    huí   shì      bù    zh3dào
     Meng   mister         know     this   ,-    matter $%'  know
     ‘Does Mr. Meng know about this matter?’

In some dialects, the negation cannot appear before the entire verb phrase to 
form an A-not-A question. )at is, the V-neg-VO pattern is absent in these 
dialects. Examples of such dialects are the Henan 河南 dialects (Central Plains 
Mandarin) of Huojia 获嘉, Luoyang 洛阳, Kaifeng 开封, and the majority of 
dialects in the northern region of Henan (Zh0 1991: 323). Zh0 (1991: 323) 
provides some general examples to illustrate the A-not-A questions in these 
Hénán dialects, like those in (4). 

(4) a.   你     吃       饭     不         吃        (饭)？5 (Henan)
       nı̌      ch3        fàn      bù    ch3        fàn
       2.+'    eat        rice      $%'      eat        rice
       ‘Are you eating?’

 b.   你     相信       我       不         相信           (我)？
       nı̌       xi.ngxìn     wǒ        bù         xi.ngxìn       wǒ
       2.+'    believe        1.+'        $%'       believe         1.+'
       ‘Do you believe me?

)e negation may be followed by the entire verb phrase (VO-neg-VO) or by 
the main verb only (VO-neg-V); see (4).

3.2. V-NEG-VO DIALECTS

In Southwestern Mandarin, Yue, Wu, Min, and Hakka dialects the V-neg-
VO pattern is most prominent and the VO-neg-V pattern is not or only 
marginally used.
 Zh0 (1991: 323-4) took the dialects of  Hubei 湖北 and Sichuan 四
川 as representatives for the Southwestern dialects and inventoried several 
dialectal works on the occurrence of the A-not-A questions. )ese samples 
4  Original examples in Huáng (1996) and Zh0 (1985, 1991) are represented in Chinese 
characters. I have provided Mandarin Pinyin transcriptions of these examples, regardless of the dialect in 
which they are stated. )e glosses and English translations of these examples are also mine.
5  It is unclear from which of the local dialects these examples originate.
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showed that in these dialects the V-not-VO pattern is predominantly used. 
Examples of Yingcheng 应城 dialect (Southwestern Mandarin, Hubei 
province,) and Sichuan dialect are given in (5) (Zh0 1991: 324) and (6) (Lı̌ 
X3méi 李锡梅 n.d., as cited in Huáng 1996: 691) respectively.

(5) 你们   种       不       种           大麦        啊？ (Yingcheng)
      nı̌men    zhòng      bù       zhòng       dàmài       a
      2.2-    plant       $%'      plant        barley       26&
      ‘Do you grow barley?’

(6) 你        认         不       认得      他？ (Sichuan)
      nı̌        rèn          bù        rèndé       t.
      2.+'     kn(ow)      $%'      know       3.+'
      ‘Do you know him?’

Modern Cantonese (Yue) only has V-neg-VO questions and NPQs (Cheung 
2001). Modern Cantonese does not display the same variation as Mandarin 
regarding the possibilities of the string preceding the negation in V-neg-VO 
questions (Law 2001: 302). In Cantonese, the truncated V-neg-VO form is 
the conventional A-not-A form, like (7a) (Law 2001: 302). )e forms in (7b-
c) (Law 2001: 302) are considered marginal. 

(7)  a.   nei       zung-m-zungji       jamok? (Modern Cantonese)
      you       like-$%'-like         music
      ‘Do you like music?’

b.   ??/* nei       zungji-m-zungji       jamok?
            you       like-$%'-like            music

c.   ??/* nei       zungji     jamok     m     zungji      jamok? 
 you       like       music      $%'     like          music

)��,(5��(.)(�-�5"�-5.1)5.3*�-5) 5���-65(�'�&35���ma5�(�5���meih, as 
illustrated in (8a) (after Li 2006: 93 (49b), 158 (53)) and (8b) (Li 2006: 153 
(36b)) )e Early Cantonese negation mh is lexically preserved in these two 
fused forms.
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(8) a.   Nei5    sik1      gong2     jing1-man2     maa3?  (Modern Cantonese)
     2.+'     know    speak    English           26&
     ‘Do you (know how to) speak English?’

b.   Keoi5       heoi3-gwo3       mei5gwok3  mei6? 
     3.+'  go-%12               America  $%'.yet
     ‘Has he been to America yet?’

3.3. DISTRIBUTION OF THE VO-NEG-VO PATTERN ACROSS VO-NEG-V AND V-NEG-VO 
DIALECTS

As we have seen, the Chinese dialects can be generally divided in VO-neg-V 
and V-neg-VO dialects (Zh0 1991). On the surface, the VO-neg-VO pattern 
shows great resemblance to both the VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO pattern. So 
should we expect the VO-neg-VO pattern to exist in both VO-neg-V and 
V-neg-VO dialects?
 In fact, Zh0 (1991: 330) discusses the co-occurrence of the VO-neg-
VO pattern with the VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO pattern. His cross-dialectal 
survey indicated that the VO-neg-VO pattern occurs in some VO-neg-V 
dialects and in some V-neg-VO dialects. He lists Beijing dialect, and the 
Henan dialects of Huojia and Luoyang as examples of dialects in which 
the VO-neg-V and VO-neg-VO pattern are both present. )e dialects of 
Shandong Linyi 山东临邑 and Fujian Long’an 福建永安 are given as 
examples of V-neg-VO dialects that also have the VO-neg-VO pattern. 
 In addition to these two types of dialects, Zh0 also mentions a third 
type, namely V-neg-VO dialects that do not have the VO-neg-VO pattern, 
like Hubei Echeng 湖北鄂城. Zh0 did not list any dialects that are instances 
of the hypothetical fourth type of dialects, namely VO-neg-V dialects without 
the VO-neg-VO pattern. However, he makes no explicit statement that this 
fourth type may be non-existent across the Chinese dialects.

4. THE STRUCTURE OF A-NOT-A QUESTIONS

As for the discussion on the structure of A-not-A questions, an analysis is 
presented based on Mandarin data. 
 )e subtypes of A-not-A questions bear great resemblance to both 
each other and disjunctive questions with háishì ‘or’. In section 4.1 we show 
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that despite the similarity, A-not-A questions are structurally di4erent from 
disjunctive háishì-questions. 
 Moreover, in sections 4.2, we discover that the subtypes of A-not-A 
questions are most e7ciently accounted for in two separate paradigms. 

4.1. A-NOT-A QUESTIONS ARE NOT DISJUNCTIVE QUESTIONS

A-not-A questions resemble disjunctive háishì-questions in their surface 
form; compare (1) to (9).

(9) T.         xı̌hu.n      zhè       b/n      sh0        (háishì)      t.         bù         
     3.+'       like          this       ,-        book       or             3.+'     $%' 
     xı̌hu.n       zhè       b/n      sh0?
     like           this       ,-        book.
     ‘Does he like this book or doesn’t he like this book?’ 

Despite this resemblance, A-not-A questions are syntactically distinct from 
disjunctive questions with háishì ‘or’. Here, we discuss the most well-known 
distributional di4erence between A-not-A and disjunctive questions.
 A-not-A questions and disjunctive questions behave di4erently 
regarding their appearance in movement islands. A-not-A questions, unlike 
disjunctive questions, resist appearing in such movement islands (Huang 
1982, 1991). )at is, when a sequence with háishì ‘or’ occurs as a sentential 
subject or relative clause, a direct question reading is possible. However, a 
direct question reading cannot be obtained when A-not-A questions occur 
in such islands. To illustrate this, look at the sentences in (10) in which only 
the sequences with háishì can be properly used as a sentential subject (Huang 
1991: 313-4).

(10)  a.   [Wǒ      qù      M/iguó     *(háishì)    bù       qù      M/iguó]    
              1.+'        go     America       or           $%'     go      America    
              bı̌jiào        hǎo?
              more         good 
              ‘Is it better that I go to America or that I do not 
              go to America?’
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    b.   [Wǒ    qù   *(háishì)    bù      qù   M/iguó]      bı̌jiào    hǎo? 
        1.+'    go      or           $%'    go   America      more     good
        ‘Is it better that I go or that I do not go to America?’

        c.   [Wǒ     qù   M/iguó       (háishì)      bù        qù]     bı̌jiào     hǎo? 
              1.+'     go   America      or           $%'     go      more     good
              ‘Is it better that I go to America or that I do not go?’

Hsieh (2001: 124) notes that NPQs also resist appearing in movement 
islands, just like the other A-not-A question types. Hence, in (11) the NPQ 
cannot take scope outside of the sentential subjects (Hsieh 2001: 124 (53a)).

(11) *[Yǒu      qián          méiyǒu]     bı̌jiào      hǎo?
   2.+'       money      $%'-have     more   good
   (‘Whether to have money is better?’)

A uni*ed analysis of disjunctive and A-not-A questions runs into the problem 
of accounting for this island sensitivity. 
 Apparently, A-not-A questions are subject to restrictions that do 
not apply to disjunctive questions. )is observation indicates that A-not-A 
questions and disjunctive háishì-questions are best treated as separate 
phenomena.
 

4.2. MODULAR APPROACH TO A-NOT-A QUESTIONS

Since A-not-A question cannot be analysed as disjunctive háishì-questions, 
what structure could they be derived from? In section 4.2.1 we examine VO-
neg-VO questions as a possible base structure for A-not-A questions. 
 Next, we introduce the modular approach to A-not-A questions, as 
proposed by Huang (1991). Section 4.2.2 shows that VO-neg-V questions 
and NPQs can be obtained from VO-neg-VO questions. However, as 
demonstrated in section 4.2.3, V-neg-VO questions are more properly 
accounted for in a separate way. 
 In section 4.2.4 we make a brief note on the aforementioned 
distributional characteristic of all A-not-A question types, that is, their 
sensitivity to movement islands, in relation to the structural analyses posed.
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4.2.1 VO-NEG-VO AS A BASE STRUCTURE

Since it is undesirable to derive VO-neg-VO and V-neg-VO questions from 
disjunctive háishì-questions, we wonder what exactly is the base structure 
these structures are derived from. Due to its strong similarity, the VO-neg-
VO structure seems to be a good candidate as a base structure. 
 Following Huang (1991), Hagstrom (2006) argues that VO-neg-VO 
questions are essentially VP-VP questions in which the second VP happens 
to be the negated version of the *rst VO. Two observations support this view.
First, Huang (1991: 318) has shown that for an alternative question reading, 
the occurrence of háishì ‘or’ is optional. VP-VP questions receive the same 
interpretation as their háishì counterparts; see (12) (Huang 1991: 318 (49)).

(12) T.        ch3   fàn       (háishì)       ch3        miàn?
 3.+'     eat   rice  or       eat         noodle
 ‘Does he eat rice or noodles?’

So, VP-VP question need not to be derived from háishì-question, but can be 
base-generated by VP coordination. In turn, VO-neg-VO questions can be 
analysed as a special case of VP-VP question in which the VPs do not present 
alternative propositions, but only di4er regarding their truth value. 
 Second, unlike disjunctive háishì-questions, VP-VP questions behave 
parallel to A-not-A questions regarding movement islands. Zhang (1997, as 
described by Hagstrom 2006: 207-8) shows that, just like A-not-A questions, 
VP-VP questions resist appearing in movement islands; see (13) (Hagstrom 
2006: 208 (149) and (150)).

(13) a.   Nı̌      xı̌hu.n  [ch3   fàn    háishì  ch3   miàn]    de     rén?
       2.+'    like     eat   rice   or      eat   noodle   +89    person 
             ‘Do you like people who eat rice or who eat noodles?’

 b.   *Nı̌     xı̌hu.n   [ch3    fàn     ch3     miàn]    de       rén?
       2.+'    like      eat    rice    eat     noodle    +89   person

)us, the VO-neg-VO structure, as a special instance of a VP-VP structure, 
seems like a good starting point to derive VO-neg-VO and V-neg-VO 
questions. Surely, the next step should explain how the apparently elided 
structures, VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO, are obtained from the VO-neg-VO 
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structure. Huang (1991: 306) notes that, traditionally, scholars accounted 
for the formation of these structures as the result from deletion of identical 
elements from a full coordinate structure. However, he has shown that the 
process of such coordinate deletion runs into several problems when it comes 
to deriving both VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO questions.

4.2.2. STRUCTURE OF VO-NEG-V QUESTIONS AND NPQS

One of the problems in deriving VO-neg-V questions via coordinate deletion 
is due to the Directionality Constraint (DC). )is constraint captures a 
general principle that states a dependency of the direction of deletion on 
the branching structure of the identical elements. If the identical elements 
are on right branches, deletion goes backward, if they are on left branches, 
deletion goes forward. In sentences with transitive verbs, the object occurs on 
a right branch, so according to the DC deletion of identical objects should go 
backward. So, whereas the grammaticality of V-neg-VO questions as in (14a) 
is expected, the grammaticality of VO-neg-V questions like (14b) is at odds 
with the DC (Huang 1991: 306 (1c)-(1d)).

(14) a.   T.       xı̌hu.n     bù  xı̌hu.n      zhè      b/n       sh0?
      3.+'      like  $%'  like           this      ,-         book 
                 ‘Does he like this book or not?’

 b.   T.       xı̌hu.n    zhè     b/n  sh0     bù       xı̌hu.n?
      3.+'      like    this     ,-  book     $%'     like
                 ‘Does he like this book or not?’ 

As such, coordinate deletion fails to derive certain grammatical VO-neg-V 
structures.
 For VO-neg-V questions, Huang (1991) argues that deletion of 
constituents via the process of anaphoric ellipsis proves more successful. 
Unlike coordinate deletion, anaphoric ellipsis is not subject to restrictions 
like the DC (Huang 1991: 320). In coordinate structures, anaphoric ellipsis 
always omits the second occurrence of the identical element (Huang, Li & Li 
2009: 251); as in (15).
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(15) T. [IP1[VP xı̌hu.n [NP zhè  b/n  sh0]
 3.+'   like     this  ,-  book

 [IP2[NegP bù [VP  xı̌hu.n [NP  zhè      b/n     sh0]]]]
             $%'  like   this      ,-       book
 ‘Does he like this book or not?’

So in (14b) the missing element can be recovered anaphorically, because its 
antecedents precede it. Hence, the grammaticality of (14b) is no longer at 
variance with general grammatical rules.
 Moreover, Li (2006: 148-151) argues that NPQs can be subsumed 
under the VO-neg-V subtype. NPQs are simply more drastically elided forms 
of VO-neg-VO structures, as illustrated in (16).

(16) T. [IP1[VP xı̌hu.n [NP zhè  b/n  sh0]
 3.+'   like    this  ,-  book

 [IP2[NegP bù [VP  xı̌hu.n [NP  zhè      b/n     sh0]]]]
             $%'  like   this      ,-       book
 ‘Does he like this book or not?’
 
)is uni*ed analysis of VO-neg-V questions and NPQs can successfully 
account for the agreement between the negation and aspect/verb. In 
Mandarin, there is a selectional relationship between the negation and verb/
aspect. In (1) the bare verb xı̌hu$n requires the negation bù ‘not’, whereas in 
(2) the experiential aspect maker guò is only compatible with the negative 
méi(yǒu) ‘not have’. In VO-neg-V questions, the second occurrence of the 
identical verb is still present and agrees with the negation. In NPQs, the 
second occurrence of the identical element is deleted completely, leaving its 
negation in sentence *nal position.

4.2.3. STRUCTURE OF V-NEG-VO QUESTIONS

Although some V-neg-VO questions can successfully be derived from VO-
neg-VO question via coordinate deletion, as in (63), truncated V-neg-VO 
questions cannot be obtained from a VO-neg-VO structure in this manner. 
One of the reasons for this lies in the fact that syntactic operations like 
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coordinate deletion may not operate on subparts of words, as stated in the 
Lexical Integrity Hypothesis (LIH) (Huang 1991:310). If we were to derive 
all V-neg-VO questions via coordinate deletion, this anomaly should to be 
accounted for separately. 
 However, since coordinate deletion has already proven insu7cient 
to derive VO-neg-V questions, the idea of a unitary paradigm in which both 
V-neg-VO and VO-neg-VO are rendered in the same way has already become 
obsolete. 
 Huang (1991) shows that V-neg-VO can be properly accounted for if 
we do not take coordinate VO-neg-VO structures as their base structure, but 
consider them to be simplex sentences. )e V-neg-VO structure is due to the 
realisation of an interrogative morpheme located in the in:ectional system. 
In Mandarin, this interrogative morpheme is realised by a reduplication 
rule that copies an initial sequence of the predicate phrase and inserts the 
appropriate negative element (Huang 1991; McCawley 1994)6. 
 Huang (1991: 321, 331) assumes that the reduplication occurs as a 
phonological rule. As the LIH generally does not hold in morphology or 
phonology, the reduplication rule can target the *rst syllable of the verb, 
resulting in a truncated V-neg-VO question. )e reduplication rule is not 
limited to operating on (parts of ) verbs; see (1b)-(1c) above. It can also 
operate on adjectives (17a), prepositions (17b) and adverbs (17c) (Hagstrom 
2006: 177 (13)-(15)).

(17) a.   Zh5     b/n      sh0    hǎo      bù         hǎo?
       this     ,-       book    good    $%'  good
       ‘Is this book good?’

 b.   T.     cóng      bù        cóng       B/ij3ng    lái?
       3.+'     from      $%'      from      Beijing      come
       ‘Did he come  from Beijing?’

 c.   T.     cháng   bù   cháng       lái?
       3.+'     often   $%'      often        come
       ‘Does he come often?’

6  Huang (1991: 316) states that “In Mandarin, the interrogative INFL is realised by a 
reduplication rule, which copies a sequence immediately following INFL and inserts the morpheme bu 
‘not’ between the original and its copy.” However, this description fails to include the A-not-A sequences 
in which the negation méi ‘not have’ is used. )erefore, following McCawley (1994), we expand Huang’s 
statement by speaking of insertion of “the appropriate negative element”.
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4.2.4. A NOTE ON SENSITIVITY TO MOVEMENT ISLANDS

We have seen that A-not-A questions all resist appearing in movement islands. 
As for V-neg-VO questions, it is generally agreed upon that their structure 
involves operator movement (Huang 1982: 388). )at is, the interrogative 
morpheme undergoes covert movement to a position high up the syntactic 
tree. (Hagstrom: 2006). Because this operator movement may not cross 
an island boundary, V-neg-VO structures embedded in sentential subjects 
cannot license a matrix question interpretation, hence the ungrammaticality 
in (10b). 
 Deriving VO-neg-V questions and NPQs from VO-neg-VO 
structures captures their a7nity regarding movement islands, but a structural 
explanation for their island sensitivity cannot be obtained from Huang’s 
(1991) modular approach. Hagstrom (2006: 207-8) suggest that the island 
sensitivity found in A-not-A questions may not be speci*c to the properties 
of the interrogative morpheme underlying V-neg-VO questions, but rather a 
general property of questions posing alternatives (háishì-questions excluded).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In sum, the modular approach advocates distinct structural analyses for VO-
neg-V and V-neg-VO questions, while subsuming NPQs under VO-neg-V 
type A-not-A questions. Can we relate this structural analysis of A-not-A 
questions to their distribution across the Chinese dialects? 
 )e geographical distribution of VO-neg-V and V-neg-VO appears 
to be typologically signi*cant (Section 3.1 and 3.2). In fact, Zh0 (1991: 322) 
considered these di4erent A-not-A structures to be indicators of di4erent 
types of dialects. 
 Following Huang’s (1991) modular approach, dialects that exclusively 
use either the V-neg-VO or VO-neg-V pattern are indeed structurally 
di4erent. VO-neg-V dialects without any occurrence of the V-neg-VO 
pattern do not seem to possess the interrogative morpheme that underlies 
the V-neg-VO sequence (Section 4).
 In Section 3.3 we saw that Zh0 (1991) also provided information 
about the occurrence of the VO-neg-VO pattern across V-neg-VO and 
VO-neg-V dialects. )e VO-neg-VO pattern was noted to occur in some 
V-neg-VO and some VO-neg-V dialects and to be absent in some V-neg-VO 
dialects. )e possibility of dialects in which V-neg-VO questions are present, 
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but VO-neg-VO questions are absent provides support for the modular 
approach, because apparently no VO-neg-VO base structure is needed to 
form a V-neg-VO question. 
 Also, the fact that Zh0 (1991) does not mention the existence of 
VO-neg-V dialects that do not have VO-neg-VO questions is expected, since 
the VO-neg-VO pattern is needed as a base structure to derive VO-neg-V 
questions. 
 As such, the dialectal data appears to support the modular approach 
towards A-not-A questions. 
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